FLIR SKYWATCH™
STANDALONE MOBILE SURVEILLANCE TOWER
See more and respond faster from higher ground. Rising over two stories, FLIR SkyWatch gives you the upper hand whether you’re protecting large crowds, parking lots, monitoring for criminal behavior, or assisting search efforts. Portable and rapidly deployable, it provides a strategic perspective and symbolic deterrent. When SkyWatch goes up, crime goes down.

The rugged, highly-reinforced SkyWatch is a proven mobile surveillance platform that can withstand 60 mph winds while keeping the operator safe, comfortable, and focused. A single officer can deploy it in minutes, ready to scan large areas that typically require three or more personnel on the ground. Even trained civilians can operate SkyWatch, further increasing its cost-effectiveness and augmenting your workforce.
• 27’ vantage point
• 360° visibility
• Ergonomic command desk plus AC and heat for climate comfort
• Rapid deployment and fully portable
• Safely raises and lowers in ~90 seconds. No steps
• Law enforcement or civilian single operator efficiency
• PTZ camera options with 8 channel DVR for documentation
• Visible effective deterrent – manned or not
• Stronger upper lifting arm
• Horizontal brace prevents bending
• Extra outrigger strength
• Withstands 60mph winds
MAJOR VENUE CONTROL

PROBLEM
- Large outdoor events
- Raucous crowds
- Demonstrators
- Party-goers
- Day and night
- Limited patrol personnel
- Extreme weather

SOLUTION
- Rapid deployment
- High vantage point
- Greater coverage
- Daylight + thermal camera capability
- Single operator efficiency
- Ground communication
- Visible presence
- AC/heating comfort
HIGH-CRIME AREA MONITORING

PROBLEM
- Parking lot thefts
- Frequent drug trafficking
- Looting threats
- Dark alleys
- Multiple locations
- Limited force
- Suspect identification
- Evidence gathering

SOLUTION
- Visible deterrent
- Man or unmanned
- Towable portability & rapid deployment
- Single officer
- Generator power
- Thermal & visible surveillance cameras and recording
- Extra spotlights
MISSING PERSON COMMAND

PROBLEM
- Off-road locations
- Wooded areas
- Heavy brush
- Interagency and volunteer searches
- Nighttime and harsh conditions

SOLUTION
- Deploys anywhere
- Quick one-person setup
- Easy operation by civilians
- Thermal imaging camera options
- Video streaming capability
- Withstands 60 mph winds
SKYWATCH DETAILS

Standard Features
• AC and heating for operator comfort
• LED floodlights on every side
• Under cab safety camera
• Strobe light and descent alarm
• Tinted windows
• Command desk
• Digital windspeed meter
• Generator and fuel tank
• 12 months parts & labor warranty

Additional Options
• EO/IR (thermal) fixed/PTZ cameras with in-cab joystick control, monitor and DVR
• Fixed or PTZ FLIR visible-light/IR night vision cameras with in-cab joystick control, monitor and DVR
• Wireless video streaming and remote control
• Ground surveillance radar
• Public address system with 100-watt speakers and full-function siren
• Roof-mounted, high-powered searchlights with internal pan/tilt control
• Service maintenance plans

AT HOME AND AROUND THE WORLD

OUR COMMITMENT TO SERVICE AND SUPPORT:
ENSURING MISSION SUCCESS NOW AND INTO THE FUTURE

NORTH AMERICA
Wilsonville, US
Elkridge, US
North Billerica, US
Jacksonville, US
Tucson, US
Dartmouth, CA

SOUTH AMERICA
Sorocaba, BR
Sao Paulo, BR
Bogota, CO

EUROPE
West Malling, UK
Taby, SE
Furstenfeldbruck, DE
Istanbul, TR
Rome, IT

AFRICA
Pretoria, ZA

ASIA
Dubai, AE
Seoul, KR
Kaohsiung City, TW
Tokyo, JP
Kuala Lumpur, MY

OCEANIA
Adelaide, AU

Kjeller, NO